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2. Contemporary home interior design and natural light. Light is physiologically essential for the human
existence. Natural light has a direct impact not only on the surrounding area, but also, on our health.
Fundamentally, a contemporary style of decorating is defined by simplicity, subtle sophistication, deliberate use
of texture, and clean lines. Interiors tend to showcase space rather than things. By focusing on color, space, and
shape, contemporary interiors are sleek and fresh. To achieve the look of a contemporary home, it's important to
stick to some basic rules.
In the global world of interiors, the hot trend of the moment has to be Scandi Style. Whether we are talking
about country style Gustavian interiors from Sweden, the Scandinavian mid century classic designs of the
Modernist movement or the Danish passion for Hygge, we can't seem to get enough of it.
Unlike other styles, contemporary design is defined by the fact that it’s essentially a hodgepodge of other
aesthetics from the later part of the last century. In our opinion, it’s taken the best elements of these looks to
create a style that stands the test of time. If you, too, are a fan of contemporary looks, use this post as a guide for
how to re-create this style in your own interiors ...
Contemporary interior design can only mean trendy looks that are in style at any current moment, while modern
interior design refers to the specific geometrical, clean-lined style called modern. The fact that the modern style
may also be a part of a current look or trend adds to the confusion between modern and contemporary.
Cozy, comfortable layers – Residing somewhere between the minimalism that’s found in modern interiors and
the often-excessive elements of traditional, cottage, and other styles, is contemporary layering. The focus of this
layering is generally to incorporate friendliness and spontaneity into a space with ho-hum tendencies.
Instead of merely embellishing the interior with oceanic materials, motifs and elements, this style goes a step
further and offers an aesthetic that is integrally sun kissed and nautical in tone. Natural light in abundant
proportions is of course paramount, playfully bouncing off the contrast of white and blue that set these interiors
apart.
Contemporary Elements – Bare floors in gorgeous finishes The contemporary age of living has made way to
new materials, but also a relaxed feeling to interiors with minimal lines, and less “stuff”.
Modern global style gives decorators the opportunity to let their imagination run wild and layer a home with
exotic objects, materials and textiles from a multitude of international cultures to create unique spaces that
portray contemporary elegance.
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